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SUMMARY
This paper presents a brief overview and
technical highlights of general aviation (g/a)
propulsion research efforts and studies which
have been underway at NASA's Lewis Research
Center (LeRC) for the past several years. The
review covers near-term improvements for cur-
rent-type piston engines, as well as studies
and limited corroborative research on several
advanced g/a engine concepts, including
diesels, small turboprops and both piston and
rotary stratified-charge engines. Also de-
scribed is basic combustion research, cycle
modeling and diagnostic instrumentation work
that will be required to make the new engines
a reality. The discussion emphasizes the most
recently-completed studies and the basic un-
derlying research work, which have not been
reported previously.
t
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FIGURE 1 ILLUSTRATES the major general avi-
ation (q/a) industry needs and concerns as
perceived by NASA. GAMA, in its July 6, 1979
position paper on g/a research needs *,
pointed out the first three items as being the
industry's largest concerns. Safety has be-
come an economic issue--product liability is
becoming the largest single cost of doing
business for many companies. Traffic control
bears on the same issue as well as the general
utility of the fleet. But, now more clearly
than ever, energy efficiency is the long run
survival issue. If this problem is not
solved, the other issues will become moot.
Propulsion technology is the key area in
which to attack this problem. The need for
near term as well as long term technology
follows from the inherent nature of the indus-
try and fleet. In 1980, the 186,000 gasoline-
burning piston engine airplanes comprised 93%
of the fleet 2 , an investment of about $10
billion. Their number is expected to reach
269,000 by 19902 , then representing an in-
vestment of $30 billion or more.
These are long-lived airplanes--25 to 30
years and often more. Many of them could be
converted into expensive "white elephants" if
aviation gasoline (avgas) becomes unavailable
or unreasonably expensive. One fairly common
perception is that these airplanes must even-
tually be adapted to use a commodity fuel such
as autogas, diesel or jet fuel. There is no
other way known to assure fuel availability.
GAMA went so far as to suggest retrofittable
technology. The potential engine retrofit
market is an order of magnitude larger than
the annual Original Equipment Manufacturer's
(UEM) market for new engines.
Based on relative BTU content and produc-
tion costs per gallon, the kerosine/ diesel-
type fuels also offer an inherent economic
advantage of 20% or more over gasoline. This
is significant because avgas prices are
already approaching $2 per gallon in the U.S.
and $4 to $5 per gallon in Europe. In many
parts of Africa and the Middle East, avgas is
not available at any price; and in other
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at the end of the paper
countries it is available only at a 5/1 to
10/1 price differential compared to locally
produced kerosine/diesel fuel. Clearly, this
situation could inhibit the development of a
strong U.S. q/a export position in the
emerging, potentially lucrative Third World
markets.
NASA's overall priorities clearly reflect
the industry's stated needs. The current
program addresses energy efficiency directly,
both by improving BSFC and other engine attri-
butes, and through the capability to burn
less-costly, readily-available future fuels.
In what follows, work that relates primarily
to improving current-production-type gasoline
engines is presented in the "Piston Engine
Technology" section. The section on "Combus-
tion Diagnostics and Modeling" describes basic
IC engine research efforts that underly both
near-term engine improvements and futuristic
alternative en gines. Finally, the section on
"Alternative En gines" presents the results of
several recently competed design and compara-
tive mission performance studies on the aiter-
native engine types.
PISTON ENGINE TECHNOLOGY
The piston engine technology area includ(-,s
some of the relatively near-term work that was
formerly covered by the emissions reduction
proaram. Figure 2 indicates the current
status of the program. One of the year's
highlights is the successfu completion of the
Teledyne-Continental Motors, Aircraft Products
Division (TCM) near-term irr)rovements con-
tract, which will be discussed later in more
detail. More recently initiated efforts in-
clude improved cooling and fuel injection
technology programs, a higf-altitude turbo-
charger study, and a works'iop to be held on
problems related to avaas.
COOLING - Cooling is F new area of en-
deavor. It is a very important one since many
turbocharged installations now operate near
detonation or cooling limits. This problec,,
which affects both safety and economy, could
be greatly aggravated by efforts to fly higher 	 Willis, Strack
via improved turbochargers. The overall ef-
fort is being handled as a joint program he-
3
tween the NASA Lewis and Langley Research
Centers. This would eventually require aug-
mented funding. The first phase, however, has
been initiated with R&T base funds. TCM has
been selected to do experimental heat-transfer
work on a single-cylinder test rig; while NASA
will use the TCM results to calibrate an
existing, generalized heat transfer code
called "SINDA". The resultant simulation will
represent a generalized case of the air-
cooled, valve-in-head cylinder's cooling and
heat transfer characteristics, and will be
available to the entire industry.
FUEL INJECTION - The fuel injection pro-
gram was originally planned to consist of two
parts. The completed Spectron contract effort
produced quantitative characterizations of the
performance (droplet size and velocity distri-
bution, etc.) of eight injection nozzles,
using laser-optic techni ques 3 . It was in-
tended that a parallel, in-house flow visuali-
zation program would photographically study
the same set of nozzles via fiber optics and
high-speed cameras. At this point, two of the
eight nozzles have been studied. These were
the standard T(N nozzles for the engine
(TSIO-360) and a set of standard AVCO-Lvcominq
nozzles for a comparable enaine. Both nozzles
performed similarly, giving conspicuously poor
atomization under hi gh-flow power settings. A
brief color film clip from this work is avail-
able. The project, however, is currently
inactive.
TURBOCHARGING - The turbocharger study
seeks to define a family of cost-effective
high-altitude turbochargers which would meet
the requirements of several of the improved
near-term engines and more advanced candi-
dates. Contract negotiations are underway now
and award is anticipated in early 1981.
NEAR-TERM IMPROVEMENTS - As mentioned
earlier, the early part of the IC engine pro-
gram focused on near-term, relatively simple
improvements which could be incorporated into
current-production type engines without major
disruption of facilities, manufacturing pro-
cesses, etc. Under a recentl y -completed con-
tract, TCM has evaluated four concepts which
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could be integrated neatly together into a new
cylinder-head packa ge. The new TCM head is
I.
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illustrated in more detail in Figure 3. The
four improvements evaluated by TCM4 were
timed fuel injection, variable spark timing, a
thermal-barrier exhaust port liner and spot
cooling via air injection in the exhaust valve
area. These were engineered into a well-
integrated new cylinder head and accessory
package for their existin g I0-520 engine, and
tested both individually and in various com-
binations in an engine/ dynomometer rig. The
final round of tests were made with a complete
flightworthy engine, and the contract was
extended to include an airplane flight test/
demonstration phase in early 1981. Besides
the obvious economy/emissions benefits, there
are other effects which make the new engine
easier to live with than the old one. The
timed fuel injection results in easier
starting and a smoother idle. En gine vibra-
tion is noticeably reduced at ultra-lean
cruise power settings. The exhaust port
liners result in lower cylinder head tempera-
tures, which means a Inrger detonation
margin--a plus for safet y . The reduced heat
load into the cylinder head reduces cooling
air requirements and this could be converted
into reduced cooling drag. The exhaust valve
metal temperatures are reduced about 200 0 F
by the spot cooling air, which should improve
durability in this sensitive area.
COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTICS AND MODELING
As previously mentioned, both the piston
engine and alternative engine technology pro-
grams are supported by continuing efforts in
the basic ICE combustion dia gnostics and mod-
elinq area. Fiqure 4 indicates the general
intent and the approach bein g followed.
Briefly, the combustion research efforts in-
clude: (a) the development of both detailed
and rapid/a pproximate computer cycle simula-
tion models, (h) the experimental validation
and refinement of the models, and (c) the
continuing development/improvement of in-house
test facilities, instrumentation and combus-
tion-diagnostic capabilities.	
Willis, StrackDIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION - The develop-
ment and use of unique, specialized engine
diagnostic instrumentation has long been a
i
specialty at LeRC. Figure 4 lists several
re.ent items rele-.-.rnt to the IC engine field.
The first Three i , .ems are NASA research firsts
and are now also ueinq utilized by MTI,
C,.rysler, and TCM. The specific items tar-
geted for completion in 1980 and 1981 will be
discussed one by one in the following para-
graphs.
Sample Analysis System - As Figure 5 sug-
gests, this system consists of a fast-acting
sample valve, installed in an enqine and con-
nected to a vacuum pump via a sensitive mass
spectrometer. The valve opens and closes
extremely rapidly, to withdraw a small sample
of the cylinder's air/fuel or combustion-gas
charge, over a period corresponding to a few
crank-angle degrees. The sample flows throuqh
the mass spectrometer which produces electri-
cal outputs corresponding to the concentration
of each chemical species. An early sample
valve is illustrated in Figure 6, mounted with
the sampling tip protruding into the cylinder
head of a Chevrolet V-P engine. The tip can
be moved back and forth axially so that space-
resolved samples can be obtained along the
line from the spark plug to the combustion
chamber surface.
The design for this valve was furnished to
NASA by General Motors Research (GMR). Sub-
sequent development at LeRC, to resolve leak-
age and reliability problems, resulted in a
significantly improved manufacturing process
specification for the valve; the new specifi-
cation has heen furnished to GMR and uther
users of the valve.
Fiqure 7 illustrates a typical mass spec-
LromeLer ouLpuL in a LesL LnaL was aesignea Lo
measure fuel/air ratio in the charge just
after combustion. Here, the ordinate repre-
sents an output voltage proportional to the
density of a given species, while the abcissa
represents the mass number of the species. In
the case shown, the first appreciable peak at
the left is for mass No. 14, atomic nitrogen.
The smaller peak at the far right is for mass
No. 43, which is characteristic of gasoline-
type fuels. By electronically ratioinq these 	
Willis, Stracktwo signals, a measure directly proportional
to fuel/air ratio is produced. By comparison
with known calibration gas mixtures, it has
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been shown that the resultant real-time fuel/
air output is substantially accurate as long
as system vacuum is maintained in the range of
10-3 to 10-5 bar (hence, the importance of
a leak-free sample valve).
Based on a year's experience with the GMR
valve design, LeRC has designed, built and
checked out an improved new valve, illustrated
in Figure 8. This zero-leaka ge design fea-
tures much faster actuation through the use of
an unique, helically-wound solenoid actuator.
Leakage tendencies and friction are minimized
by the use of stiff, lightweight, close-
coupleu internal parts.
Stratified-Char qe Test Facility - Fi gure 9
illustrates the recently completed stratified-
charge single-cylinder test facility. The
spark-ignited AVL test engine, the dynamo-
meter, and basic instrumentation are now oper-
ational. Baseline performance mapping of the
carbureted version shown should be complete in
1980. In early 1981, the new sample valve and
a more sensitive mass spectrometer will be
installed. During the first half of 1981, two
advanced, high-compression, high-turbulence,
homogeneous-char ge configurations will be
evaluates while components for the multifuel-
cacable, direct-in ,jPctinn, stratifies-► -charge
(DISC) system are hPinq designed and °abri-
cated. This system is intended to use Jet-A
as the fuel of choice, but will retain the
capability to use any qrade of avga5 as a
hack-up fuel, with no major degradation of
maximur power, efficiency or durability for
doing so.
The basic principle of operation is simi-
lar to the Texaco ;vs*em, which recently pro-
vided excellent pe:-Fcrmance in United Parcel
Service tests 5 . The Lewis system differs
principally in having a higher (1611) compres-
sion ratio, hi gher turbulence and in using
multiple-pulsed rather than sin gle-shot fuel
injection. Initial tests using Jet A fuel are
expected to commence in late 1981.
Rotary IMEP Instrumentation - It was pre-
viously indicated that a major target for 1980
was to adapt the LeRC-developed real time IMEP 	
Willis, Strackinstrumentation6
 to the rotary (Wankel)
engine confi guration. This was not a trival
extension, due to the unique structural ar-
h; 1
n
rangement of the Wankel engine, even thouqh it
operates on the familiar 4-stroke cycle. As
can be seen from Fiqure 10, there is no one
place on the fixed rotor housinq from which a
sinqle pressure transducer can "see" the com-
plete thermodynamic cycle of a single charge.
Instead, it is necessary to mount four trans-
ducers at intervals around the housing, each
of which sees a portion of a qiven charge's
cycle. In previous rotary engine research,
the resulting multitude of partial pressure-
time traces were stored in digital data banks,
for post-run processing by a main-frame com-
puter to reconstruct the desired continuous
traces. This is a costly, timeconsuming pro-
cess which has impeded the progress of rotary
engine research.
The new LeRC system, however, uses a
unique di g ital circuit to electronically
switch from one transducer to the next, thus
following one cham p in its path around the
housing, and producing the desired continuous
pressure-time trace in real time.?
Figure 11 illustrates the process. Begin-
ning at the upper left, the first photo shows
the raw pressure-time outputs from the 4
transducers. Proceedin g clockwise, the second
photo shows the continuous pressure-time trace
constructed by the above-mentioned switching
circuitry for one selected charge. In the
third photo, this has been converted to a
classical P-V diagram by further real-time
digital computations which model the geometri-
cal relationships of the rotor/trochoid sys-
tem. The next photo (lower right) is an ex-
pansion of the lower part of the P-V diagram,
showing the pumping loop in detail. Clearly
visible is an adverse pressure pulse due to
the openinq of the exhaust port of the adja-
cenc rotor. By using longer exhaust tubes to
damp out this undesirable pulse, the power
output and BSFC could have beep improved by
about 2% in the ccle shown. By using a tuned
system which would convert the pressure pulse
to a rarefaction, more significant improve-
ments might be expected.
The contour inteqral of PdV around the
diagram, divided by the total volume change,
gives the indicated mean effective pressure
(IMEP) which is a measure of the power output
Willis, Strack
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of the cycle. The fifth photo (lower left)
shows 100 values of IMEP measured for consecu-
tive cycles of the rotary engine under the
indicated operating conditions. The small
differences between consecutive IMEP values
indicate smooth operation, despite the lean
fuel/air equivalence ratio of 0.88.
The use of four transducers in sequence to
determine a single P-V diagram presents an
unique problem in the possibility for instru-
mental error. This is due to the fact that
each transducer may have a somewhat different
calibration curve and may be operating under
different temperatures or other environmental
conditions. Now it is possible, electron-
ically, to calibrate each transducer to agree
with the one before it, at each transition
from one instrument to the next. Thus, a
smooth curve can be constructed at transition
1-2, 2-3 and 3-4. The error remaining at the
4-1 transition is referred to as the closure
error, and is a measure of the inherent accu-
racy or inaccuracy of the total system. 	 The
last photo (middle left) is an expansion of a
small portion of the pumping loop. The clo-
sure error is represented by the discontinui:;y
shown, approximately 2 psi compared to a peak
pressure reading of about 300 psi. Based on
this, it is felt that an accuracy of 1% or
better is being achieved.
COMBUSTION RESEARCH AND MODELING
Hypergolic Fuel Injection/I nition - The
use of highly preheated fuel over 8000 F
and above critical pressure) has come to be
termed "hypergolic" fuel injection, i.e., the
fuel ignites spontaneously when injected into
air, with essentially zero ignition delay.
This approach theoretically offers the advan-
tages illustrated in Figure 12, which could
result in significant improvements in engine
performance.
This is a longer-range objective for which
initial efforts are ,just recently Getting
underway. This concept is potentially appli-
cable to any diesel or stratified-charge en-
gine using piston/cylinder or rotary (Wankel)
construction. The technical idea is that the 	
Willis, Strackfuel is preheated above its thermal decomposi-
tion temperature (about ROOF) and injected at
above the supercritical pressure in a diesel
l,^y r
or DISC engine. ►,is may greatly decrease the
time usually req.jired for droplet evaporation
and for "pre-flame reactions," thus resulting
in negligible ignition lag, with energy re-
lease rate then determined by fuel injection
rate alone. This means that the P-V diagram
can be tailored to meet specific requirements,
by controlling the fuel injection rate. Sev-
eral potential benefits result from this, as
Figure 12 indicates. Although this subject is
in its technical infancy, a theory developed
by Eaton Research personnel* provides an ana-
lytical basis for these effects. An indepen-
dent review of the theory, conducted by sev-
eral major U.S. universities, indicates that
the theory is correct as an initial approxima-
tion of a very complex "real" situation. It's
predictions are consistent with the limited
amount of applicable experimental data that is
now available, some of which dates rack to
NACA aircraft diesel research in the
1930 1 0. In late 1980, a grant was awarded
to the University of California-Perkely to
study this phenomenon from a basic viewpoint,
and a ,joint Army/NASA program leading to in-
tensified efforts was under consideration.
Combustion & Cycle Models - Tide availabil-
ity of a credible, qenerally-accepted combus-
tion and cycle computer model would save un-
told hours and dollars of painstaking experi-
mental effort. LeRC-sponsored efforts in this
area fall into two distinct categories, as
Figure 4 indicated: rapid, approximate codes
for studies and trend analyses; and detailed,
multi-dimensional codes for design purposes.
(Due to their greater complexity and generally
lower state of readiness for practical appli-
cation, the latter category of codes is not
included in the scope of this paper.)
Codes in the former category are often
referred to as "zero-dimensional" codes be-
cause ordinary rather than partial differen-
tial equations are solved. These represent a
conscious trade-off, sacrificing some degree
of absolute accuracy and independence from
empirical input data requirements for a
Willis, Stnack
*Private communication, L. Hoppie (Eaton) to
E. Willis (NASA), April, 1980.
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considerable gain in computing time. Among
the several existent or developmental zero
dimensional codes, the Lewis code is perhaps
the most extensive and an early version of
it9 has been previously documented. It may
be characterized as having variable fuel com-
position capability, extensive chemical kinet-
ics during combustion and expansion, accurate
modeling of inlet and exhaust flows, super-
charging, turbulence effects on combustion,
and a choice of three different heat transfer
relations. Predictions from this code are
presently being compared with engine experi-
mental data from NASA and industry sources.
The following results, from an in-house study
on variable valve timing and "adiabatic" en-
gine operation, will serve to illustrate the
present capability of the Lewis code.
The fixed valve timing (duration, lift,
overlap) of the typical IC engine is typically
set to provide optimum performance at one
selected power setting, e.g. cruise. It fol-
lows, then, that better performance could be
obtained at other than the design power set-
tinq by varying the valve timinq. Figures 13
and 14, which were generated by Iexcrcising the
Lewis code, show the calculated effect of
varying the exhaust-valve-open (evo) event for
both a standard (cooled) and a simulated
"adiabatic" (uncooled) combustion chamber.
For the case shown, the normal evo of 780
before bottom dead center (BBDC) was ori g inal-
ly selected on the Fasis of cruise efficiency
at about 751,1 power. In these illustrations,
however, the en g ine is simulated to be oper-
ating at about 25% power, corresponding
iuughly to approach conditions.
In Fioure 13, the indicated specific fuel
consumotion (ISFC) and thermal efficiency are
plotted aqainst evo angle for combustion cham-
ber wall temperatures of 2200 F (corre-
sponding to normal, cooled operation) and
10000 F, simulatinq uncooled or adiabatic
operation. As may be seen, both parameters
improve substantially as the evo moves from
the nominal 780 BBDC to about 300 BBDC.
The improvement in ISFC of about 10% is in
substantial agreement with previously pub-
lished engine experimental data 10
 for a
similar case.
k, ad
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An explanation of these results is shown
in Figure 14, where the predicted values of
power lost to the coolant system and available
power in the exhaust eases is plotted against
evo angle for the two wall temperatures. As
the exhaust valve opening angle is delayed,
the power lost to the coolant system increases
because more cylinder area is exposed to the
hot post-combustion gas. For the case of the
hot walls, this coolant power lost is greatly
reduced as expected. However, as the evo
event is delayed, the exhaust power decreases
as the exhaust gas temperature decreases due
to continued heat loss and work being done in
the cylinder. At the late evo angles, the
efficiency of expelling the charge decreases
which increase residual gas concentration and
pumping work. This causes the post combustion
gas temperature to increase. Therefore, the
net effects of power cost to the cooling sys-
tem and power lost to the exhaust system
establishes a minimum at about 300 BBDC. A
final result shows, for the case of thermal
barrier materials, that what was gained by
decreasing the coaling loss went instead into
added loss to the exhaust system. This im-
plies that exhaust energy extraction mehods,
such as turbo-compounding, are needed for a
net gain if a thermally-insulated or adiabatic
combustion chamber is used.
ALTERNATIVE ENGINES
The second engine-related work area, il-
lustrated in Figure 15, relates to the lonqer
term alternative engines. The overall objec-
tive is to achieve a state of technical readi-
ness for an enhanced program by early FY82.
ENGINE STUDY PROGRESS TO DATE - NASA-
sponsored studies have been conducted of four
alternative engine types, including small,
advanced turboprop engines, (known as General
Aviation Turbine Engine or GATE), and three
different types of advanced IC en gines. Actu-
ally, four GATE turboprops configurations were
studied. These reflected significant differ-
ences in structural arrangement, flowpath, 	
Willis Strackmaterials and manufacturing methods, but all
used the well-known, unreqenerated Brayton
thermodynamic cycle. Similarly, the three IC
12
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engine candidates are quite different in terms
of their structural configurations, but all
rely on the same hybrid-diesel thermodynamic
cycle. Technically, this is best described as
a low-compression, hi ghly turbocharged, aided-
ignition* diesel cycle. The GATE turboprop
(Figure 16 shows one example) and diesel en-
gine (Fig. 17) studies have been completed,
final reports have been issued, and the re-
sults widely disseminated. Therefore, aside
from noting that attractive results were ob-
tained in each case, the present report will
not dwell upon these completed studiesll-15.
Rather, attention is focussed upon the two
stratified-charge engine studies. One, in-
volving a piston engine concept rot visually
unlike current engines, has been completed and
recently reported by TCM16. The most ad-
vanced version of this engine uses the hybrid-
diesel, direct-injection stratified-charge
(DISC) combustion system mentioned pre-
viously. The other study, of a rotary DISC
engine, has recently been completed by Cur-
tiss-Wri ght. An interim report 17 has been
presented and the final report is expected in
mid-1981.
Advanced Piston Engine - TCM's concept of
an advanced, spark-ignitled, air-cooled piston
enqine is shown in Fiqure 18. The most promi-
nent external feature of this engine is the
use of turbocompundinQ as well as turbo-
charging for maximum efficiency. The engine
has been defined in two versions or levels of
technology. The most desirable, "highly ad-
vanced" confiquration would make use of the
DISC combustion system previously referred to,
together with many applications of light-
^geight, advanced materials to combine high
*Spark plugs, qlow plugs, preheated inlet air
and preheated fuel can be equally effective as
iqnition aids. The use of spark plugs in
particular leads to what is generally called a
direct-injection stratified-charge (DISC)
engine. The essential point, however, is that
some extra energy has to be added for cold
starting and for reliable ignition of low- 	 Willis, Strack
cetane fuel such as gasoline. This is the key
to multifuel capability in an IC engine.
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efficiency, multifuel capability and rv)i-
tively low weight. It is felt that this re-
flects the most advanced level of technology
available for early-1990's introduction on a
piston IC engine. The lower-risk, "advanced"
version would be similar, but built of more
conventional materials and with a high com-
pression, high-turbulence gasoline combustion
system in place of DISC. Both systems, how-
ever, would use the same basic combustion
chamber configuration as illustrated in Figure
19.
The characteristic feature of this combus-
tion chamber is the concentration of chamber
volume into a narrow pocket or "bath tub" in
the exhaust-valve area of the cylinder head.
The inlet air-fuel charge is forced into this
small region late in the compression stroke,
thus acquiring a rapid swirlinq motion and a
high degree of turbulence. The combination of
high swirl and high turbulence with a rela-
tively hi gh compression ratio (about 12/1)
enables this chamber to burn gasoline/air
mixtures which normally would he too lean to
iqnite. In the DISC version, only the air
charge is inducted Through the intake valve,
but it acquires the same hiqh swirl velocities
and turbulence as descrihed above. Near the
end of the compression stroke, the fuel charge
is injected, diesel-fashion, directly into the
swirling air mass. The fuel spray pattern is
so arranged that at least one "far." will fall
adjacent to a spark plug, where an arc or
timed spark ensures positive iqnition. The
combination of positive ignition with con-
trolled-rate fuel injection is what makes the
DISC-type engine independent of fuel octane or
cetane characteristics. Many different fuels
can be burned with reasonably good results,
although details of the injection system (hole
size, spray pattern, etc.) would, of course,
be optimized for a fuel of choice.
Figure 20 provides a comparison of the
leading specifications of a modern current
production engine and the two versions of the
advanced engines. The improvements in cruise
BSFC and cruise altitude are especially valu-
able. Figure 21 illustrates typical results
obtained by Beech Aircraft under subcontract
to TCM, which indicates improvements of on the
j
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order of 40% in transportation efficiency
(ton-miles/gallon) for the lower-technology
gasoline engines, and over 65% for the higher-
technology DISC multifuel engines.
Rotary Engine - Figure 22 illustrates the
general configuration and specific performance
of the rotary engine defined under the Cur-
tiss-Wright study contract. As in the TCM
study, both "advanced" and "highly advanced"
versions are being considered. In this case,
however, both versions use an adaptation of
the DISC combustion system which provides a
true multifuel capability.
In this system, the stationary injector/
ignitor system establishes an essentially
stationary flame front. The moving rotor then
pushes the quiescent air mass through this
front. The instantaneous fuel-injection flow
rate is tailored so that it is proportional to
the instantaneous local air mass flow across
the front. Note that the air mass is spread
around a long rotor circumference. This means
that, at high powers, the fuelinq and combus-
tion processes take place over a longer angu-
lar interval than is customary in DISC or
diesel piston engines. This has several in-
herent implications. A negative aspect is
that the late fueling/slow combustion may
reduce the thermodynamic cycle efficiency,
unless means can be found to speed up the
combustion process. Otherwise, the rotary's
basic fuel economy will remain 5-10% worse
than that of an otherwise-similar piston en-
gine. On the favorable side, however, the
same phenomena result in higher exhaust-gas
temperatures and energies. Hence, the poten-
tial benefits from exhaust-energy driven de-
vices are larger for rotary than for piston
engines. As applied to a conventional turbo-
charger system, this would result in higher
altitude capability for a qiven level of tech-
nology, or equal altitude from simpler techno-
loay. Alternatively, the use of a properly
designed turbocompounding system or a posi-
tive-work pumpinc, loop (inlet P >> exhaust P)
could decrease or eliminate the basic BSFC
penalty.
Figures 23 and 24 illustrate the efforts
of Cessna Aircraft, under subcontract to Cur-
tiss-Wright, to optimize the installation of
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the "advanced-technology" rotary engine in a
typical single-engine aircraft. The study
airplane is a derivative of Cessna's current
P210 :,v-,rdc 1 (top sketch) ; resized first to
acceri r,,^ baseline TSIO-550 engine, and then
for	 advanced RC 2-47 study engine. For
the same range, payload and perfoniance con-
straints, the airplane weight was reduced by
530 lbs out of 433n lbs, a savings of about
12%. Figure 26, a carpet plot showing wing
area and aspect ratio effects on gross weight,
illustrates the treatment of constraints in
this study. Constant minimum cruise speed and
maxinum stall speed contour lines are illus-
trated, with "acceptable" regions falling on
the non-hatched sides of the curves. Thus,
the airplane can be sized anywhere in the
roughly triangular area shown. The final
choice of aspect ratio = 8.0 and wing area =
150 ft 2 is then somewhat arbitrary, and the
selected gross weight of 3800 lbs could have
been sized at 3600 lbs or less by crowding the
constraint margins.
COMPARING THE ALTERNATF ENGINES - As a
logical follow-on to the engine studies de-
scribed or referred to above, two independent
application studies have been initiated to
compare the performance and economic benefits
of the four candidate engines in typical g/a
airplanes and missions. One of these, con-
ducted in-house at LeRC18 , involved an ap-
proximate analysis of a broad ranqe of air-
planes and missions. The other is being
handled via onqoinq contracts to Beech and
Cessna, ind will take a much more detailed
look at two selected airplane/ mission combi-
nations. Since the Beech and Cessna results
were not available at the manuscript deadline,
this section will present only a brief summary
of the LeRC in-house study.
Powerplant Characteristics - The GATE
turboprop studies and the three IC engine
studies were conducted under separate NASA
programs and involved some significant dif-
ferences in objectives and technical empha-
sis. The GATF studies primarily emphasized
reduced manufacturing cost, even at some small
	 Willis, Strack
penalty in efficiency, since this area is seen
as a major impediment to the more widespread
adoption of small turbines. For similar rea-
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r-
sons, the IC engine studies emphasized weight
and TBO improvements, generally concluding
that their direct manufacturing costs should
be on the same order as those of current pis-
ton engines. In addition, the IC engine
studies addressed two distinctly different
levels of technology where GATE addressed only
one. The most desired IC engine technology
level was defined, as in the GATE efforts, as
beinq "...the most advanced level of techno-
logy consistent with commercial introduction
in the early 1990's..." However, a lower-risk
or fallback level was also defined for the IC
candidates, which might be more appropriate to
an austere funding environment.
These factors, together with the differ-
ences of technological optimism, future
funding expectations and other subjective
judgments inherent whenever studies are car-
ried out by several different contractors,
mean that the comparisons to follow are not
necessarily the most consistent. In particu-
lar, the issues of relative cost and relative
risk between different engine concepts are
admittedly subjective and controversial at
this time. Readers desiring to alter the
basic engine input assumptions may do so by
using published sensitivity informationl8,
which contains a more complete review of these
comparisons.
In the following several figures, results
pertaininq to the most-desired (Ca. 1 992) and
reduced-risk IC en gine technologies will he
denoted by the adjectives "ver y advanced" and
"advanced," respectively. The single level of
turboprop technology that has been considered
is denoted simply as "GATE".
Figure 2 5 collectivel y shows the cruise
BSFC's of this group of en g ines at 25,000 ft.
altitude, as a function of maximum sea-level
rated horse power. The advanced IC engines are
15-20% more efficient than today's piston
enqines while the very advanced versions are
20-21;% better. The GATF turboprop efficiency
is much more sensitive to engine size effects
which precludes its competitiveness at low
power ratings. Below X00 SHP the turboprop
utilizes a 9 :1 pressure ratio core, but above
300 SHP an extra compressor (and turbine)
stage is added to raise the pressure ratio to
12:1 with a corresponding efficiency improve-
ment.
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The forecasted weight improvements are
shown in Fi gure 26 on an installed engine
basis (e.g., including gearing, accessories,
oil, coolant, etc.) for 350 SHP size engines.
Considerable improvement potential is indi-
cated for all types but particularly so for
the very advanced diesel ( 1.0 lb/hp) and
rotary ( 0.8 lb/hp). The weight reductions
are due to the use of lighter materials,
higher BMEP and RPN levels, turbosuper-
charging, and low parts counts. Such light
weights in combination with superior BSFC's
offer very stiff competition for the normally
ultra-lightweight turboprop ( 0.6 lb/hp).
Several other engine assumptions are shown
in Figure 27. The diesel, rotary and spark-
ignited recip (SIR) engines have nominal crit-
ical altitudes of 17,nn0, 20,000, and 21,000
feet respectively. The diesel and the SIR are
assumed to cruise at 70 percent maximum rated
power. while the rotary cruises at 75 percent
power. The turboprop was assumed to cruise at
21400 F turbine rotor inlet temperature
which is equivalent to about 80 percent of the
maximum available power at any given altitude
and flight speed. At 25,000 feet altitude,
the turboprop cruise power ranged from 54 to
60 percent of the sea level maximum power,
depending on flight speed. Engines which do
not have multifuel capability were assumed to
use aviation qasoline at $1.10/gallon while
engines having multifuel capability were as-
sumed to use -et A fuel at $1.00/gallon (1979
economics).
Mission Analysis - In order to put the
combination of projected engine improvements
in efficiency, weight, and costs into perspec-
tive, a series of 13 missions was defined and
a scaled version of each powerplant wa° hypo-
thetically installed in an appropriately
scaled aircraft to accomplish each mission.
These missions ore defined in Figures 28 and
29. Both single and twin engine airplanes as
well as two helicopter applications were in-
vestigated. Two groups of aircraft are pre-
sented: (1) current--resembling today's air-
craft and missions, but slightly better air-
frame technology, and (2) futuristic--with 15
percent reduction in aircraft empty weight, 15
percent reduction in aircraft zero-lift drag,
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engines submerged in the fuselage, higher wing
loading and aspect ratios, fullspan Fowler
flaps, and higher cruise speeds and altitudes.
The current altitude limit shown in Figure
28 is the approximate limit imposed on current
IC engines due to turbocharging capability.
Projected improvements in turbocharging tech-
nology will raise the limit. The high alti-
tude missions 7 and 11 were included specifi-
cally to investigate possible shifts in
ranking due to (1) the critical altit,,Hn
sumptions for the IC engines and (2) the lapse
rate and cabin pressurization Losses of the
turboprop.
Figure 30 shows the fuel savings improve-
ment relative to a current technology piston
engine. These results were obtained using the
General Aviation Synthesis Program (GASP)
mentioned in reference 1R. The missions in
these figures are grouped in order of in-
creasing cruise altitude and, within each
altitude qroup, in order of increasing cruise
speed. The projected fuel savinqs for the
25,000 foot altitude missions are 25-35 per-
cent for the advanced technology versions and
35-45 percent for the very advanced versions.
About 5 percent lower fuel savin gs occur for
the 10,000 foot altitude missions. This is a
consequence of selecting a naturally-aspirated
SIR (with its 7 percent better BSFC) for the
lower altitude baseline but a turbocharged SIR
for the higher altitudes while assuming that
all future engines would require a turbo-
charger to meet en gine weight and BSFC projec-
tions, even at low altitudes.
Except for the turboprop, not much sensi-
tivity is shown in the results to mission
definition. This reflects the moderate dif-
ferences in BSFC and engine weight among en-
gine types as displayed in Figures 25 and 26.
Due to its light weight, the turboprop com-
petes relatively well at 25,000 eet, but for
the lower and slower missions (1, 2, 3, 5) it
does not, because efficiency drops for small
sizes and aircraft power loaoing is low.
Overall, the advanced IC engines compete so
closely with each other that n- clear-cut
ranking is apparent. Even for the very ad-
vanced versions, which show more spread, the
differences displayed could easily shift with
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differing (but equally plausible) assump-
tions. The very advanced diesel is shown to
be the most fuel efficient type due to its low
weight, low BSFC, zero cooling drag, and high
cruise power ratinq (75 percent).
The fuel savings shown are in terms of
fuel weight rather than fuel cost. The actual
cost savings are about 20 percent greater due
to the fuel density and price advantage of Jet
A and diesel fuel compared to aviation gaso-
line. Turboprop and diesel engines already
utilize the lower grade fuels while the cur-
rent and advanced SIR types do not. Both the
advanced and very advanced rotary engines and
the very advanced SIR would also use Jet A or
diesel as the fuel of choice. The stratified-
charge/diesel en gines have an additional fuel
flexibility advantaqe in that avgas can be
used as an alternative fuel, in areas where
Jet A or diesel fuel is not available.
Aircraft takeoff qross weight reductions
relative to current piston engines are dis-
played in Figure 31 for the very advanced
positive displacement engines plus the GATE
turbopro p . For clarity, improvements for the
"advanced" IC engines are not shown, but are
about 50 percent less than for the "very ad-
vanced" IC engines seen in the figure, and
without shifts in relative ranking. Again,
the high altitude missions lead to greater
improvement potential (20-31 percent) than for
the low altitude missions (10-28 percent).
For the gross weight criterion, the rotary
engine shows about a 5 percentage point
greater gain than the diesel, which in turn is
only a percentage point or so better than the
SI recip. However, the most significant dif-
ference in looking at gross weight rather than
fuel burned is the large upward shift in
ranking of the turboprop.
Improvements in empty weight (not shown)
parallel those of caross weight but are 5-9
percenta ge points greater. The only shift in
relative rankino occurs for the turboprop
airplane, which gains 1-4 percentage points
relative to the IC enoine cases due to its low
engine weight. To the degree that aircraft
price is proportional tr empty weight and
total ownership is proportional to gross
weight, these results reflect corresponding
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benefits in aircraft economics. In the case
of the turboprop, however, major engine cost
reductions also need to be accomplished.
(This, in fact, is a major objective of the
proposed GATE program.) Assuming powerplant
cost parity, 5-year total cost of ownership
benefits were calculated as shown in Figure
32. Regions of cost improvement are displayed
rather than specific data due to the contro-
versial cost assumptions among different en-
gine types. The main point is that economic
benefits of as much as 30-45 percent are pos-
sible with very advanced technology engines
flying high altitude missions, and even 10-20
percent gains are possible for lower techno-
logy engines at low altitudes. The overall
interpretation is that all of these alterna-
tives offer substantial improvement potential
and, therefore, all should be retained as
competitive candidates. Similar results for
the helicopter missions were previously re-
portedl8.
High Altitude Missions - Cruising alti-
tudes as high as 30,000 to 45,000 feet have
been suggested for some future general avi-
ation airplanes. While this is a contro-
versial issue, missions 7 and 11 were, never-
theless, included to explore the ramifications
of such extreme altitudes on powerplant selec-
tion. Current production turbocharged SIR
engines are not normally capable of flying
these high altitude missions due to turbo-
charger limitations and cooling problems.
However, it is felt that an opportunity may
exist to substantially improve turbocharger
and cooling technologies, and thereby permit
operation at higher cruise altitudes. If so,
then advanced IC en gines would have the advan-
tage of avoiding the high power lapse suffered
by turboprops, provided the complexity and
penalties associated with high altitude turbo-
charqers (yet to he determined) do not over-
shadow the lapse rate advantage. The very
advanced SIR was arbitrarily chosen to compare
with the GATE turboprop to determine the ef-
fect of high altitudes on powerplant selection.
The results of varying the cruise altitude
with these assumptions are displayed in Figure
33. These results are for mission 11, an
8-place Pxecutive twin with a nominal 45,000
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foot cruise altitude. Similar results were
obtained for mission 7, a 6-place high perfor-
mance single. With an ideal turbocharger--one
capable of providing 70 percent engine rated
power regardless of altitude and without any
weight or BSFC penalties--the SIR airplane
performance improves continuously with higher
cruise altitude, reflecting better aircraft
L/D (winq loading was not optimized for maxi-
mum L/D as altitude varied). If the turbo-
charger has a critical altitude of 21,000
feet, the SIR engine is able to provide 70
percent power to about 35,000 feet, and then
decreases to 56 percent at 45,000 feet.
The turboprop powered airplane performance
is not only affected by improving L/D, but
also by the turboprop power lapse and cabin
pressurization penalty. The power lapse must
be offset by an increase in engine size--the
improving BSFC associated with the larger
engine is offset by the accompanying weight
penalties. As can he seen in the figure, the
idealized SIR is about 10 percent better than
the turboprop in terms of fuel and about 3
percent better in terms of airplane qross
weight at 45,000 feet. The 21,000 foot criti-
cal altitude SIR is eaual to the turboprop in
terms of fuel but has a 6 percent advantage in
airplane qross wei ght. At hiqh altitudes, the
SIR may be better than the turboprop if very
high critical altitudes can be successfully
achieved without significant penalties.
Effect of Cruise Speed - As cruise speed
is increased, all of the advanced enqine types
show increasing improvement relative to 1980
SI piston engines. Fiqure 34 shows an example
case with a baseline speed of 270 knots (mis-
sion 10, Fig. 29). Though actual fuel burned
and gross weight worsen with speed for all
advanced engine types, the current technology
SIR engine worsens at a faster rate. As the
speed increases, -the higher aircraft power
loadinq offers the lighter engines more poten-
tial for improvement. The turboprop, with the
lowest specific weight, favorable performance
scalinq trends, and forward velocity effects
has a significantly larger rate of improvement
than the other enqine types. In this particu-
lar case, the turboprop-powered aircraft would
be as fuel efficient as any of the very ad-
vanced IC engines if the cruise speed were
raisers above 350 knots.
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The effect of cruise range was also inves-
tigated but no significant shift in engine
ranking occurred over a wide band of cruise
range. Hence, for the short missions flown by
general aviation, range is not an important
parameter in choosing an alternative power-
plant.
Mission Analysis Summary Remarks - Each of
the new engines offers substant a aircaft
efficiency and economic improvements in terms
of aircraft gross weight and mission fuel. To
compare these alternative powerplants globally
involves considerations of many more charac-
teristics than the figures of merit presented
herein. Engine price, maintenance, vibration,
emissions, noise, reliability, technical risk
and other factors must all be token into ac-
count in a more consistent fashion. With the
relative closeness of the projected improve-
ments, it is now premature to draw firm con-
clusions regarding the relative attractiveness
of the alternative engines.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, very satisfying technical
progress has been reported relative to poten-
tial near-term improvements for current-
production type engines. The original objec-
tives have been met already, and it is felt
that other ongoing NASA-sponsored programs in
cooling and turhocharginq, coupled with in-
dustry's in-house efforts, will yield signifi-
cant further gains. With the cor iletion of
these efforts in 1981 and 1982, the emphasis
of future NASA IC engine research will begin
to focus more heavily on the longer-term',
higher-technology type of engines. These are
ge;-wally of the diesel or stratified-charge
variety. It was also reported that major
progress has been mace in developing the com-
bustion-research, computer cycle modeling and
diagnostic instrumentation capabilities that
must underly these advanced engine under-
takings.
All of the engine studies have progressed
to the point where very attractive perfor-
mance, weight, TBO, and cost numbers have been
generated. It should be recalled that the
three IC engines were defined in both "very
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advanced" and lower-risk ("advanced") ver-
sions, in order to provide a wider range of
options to the industry. The difference be-
tween these engines is more a question of
intensity of effort than of timing, with the
lower-risk engines being more appropriate for
an austere funding environment. As previously
shown, the most advanced engine versions typi-
cally lead to a 25% lighter airplane and a 40%
(by weight) reduction in mission fuel. Since
kerosine is used rather than avqas, the fuel
savings is closer to 50% in terms of gallons
of finished fuel, 52-54% in terms of crude oil
refinery input, and probably 55% or more in
terms of 1981 dollars. These savings together
with extended TBO times and other attributes
should result in excellent economics for the
final product.
As previously mentioned, the in-house
comparative studies are complete 18 and the
Beech and CeG^-na contracts are well underway.
We should th, j c, have a good sorting-out of the
four future g/a engine concepts, relative to
one another and to a representative current-
production engine, by the middle of 1981. In
conclusion, it is perhaps appropriate to take
a final look at how the comparisons stand
today. For hrevity, consider just three of
the advanced alternative engines--a represen-
tative GATE turboprop, the "advanced" oasoline
engine, and the "very advanced" version of the
lightweight diesel. The turboprop is of in-
terest due to its inherent advantages of mini-
mum noise, vibration and weight, and its good
potential for long TBO's. On the other hand,
it is less efficient than the others and its
viability depends upon substantial cost re-
ductions--always a risky proposition. The
advanced gasoline engine is one which is be-
lieved to be developable with fairly routine
efforts and could he viewed either as a test-
bed for the corresponding highly advanced
technology engine or as a potential product in
its own right. This is believed to be the
lowest-risk engine within the scope of the
recent studies. Although heavier than the
others, it is reasonably efficient. Being
similar to its manufacturer's current prod-
ucts, cost projections in this case are gener-
ally credible. Unfortunately, this engine's
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viability depends upon indefinitely-continued
supplies of avgas, whose long-term availabil-
ity and cost are somewhat in doubt. The very
advanced diesel and stratified-charge engines
depend upon larger technological steps (in
such areas as turbocharginq, combustion-
chamber insulation and lubrication) than could
be expected in the normal course of events.
They are, nevertheless, the most fuel-
efficient engines identified in the studies
reviewed herein.
The three above-mentioned engines are
representative of the three main classes of
technology encompassed in the recent studies.
The results to follow should, therefore, be
interpreted broadly, i.e., among technology
classes, but not between individual engines or
manufacturers. The bargraphs in Figure 35
represent airplane and mission fuel weight
savings compared to airplanes powered by a
baseline, 1980-technology spark-ignition en-
gine. Two airplanes are shown, both
6-passenger, pressurized, retractable models
capable of cruising at 25,000 ft. and 250 kt
or more. The single has a design range of
1000 n. mi. while the long-range twin can qo
1600 n. mi. These results were generated via
in-house LeRC calculations; however, the air-
planes/missicns chosen are fairly representa-
tive of those being considered in the Bec:ch
and Cessna contracts.
The results show that all 3 engines give
attractive savinq_s in airplane size and fuel
usage. In ter, )". of airplane size, the results
are fairly close in that the difference be-
tween any two is smaller than the overall
benefit produced by any one. The turboprop
and the diesel would use the same commodity-
type fuel--Jet A or its eventual broad-spec.
successor. The fuel savings shown are in
terms of weight, but are actually considerably
larqer in terms of gallons or dollars, con-
sidering the kerosine/avqas density and price
ratios. In terms of fuel usage, the very
advanced IC engine has a larqe edge over the
others. This should be no surprisesince
even WW II-vintage aircraft diesels i9 pro-
vided cruise BSFC's approaching those reported
here. What the recent studies accomplished,
in effect, was to show that a judicious com-
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bination of modern design and advanc ed tech-
nology ran reduce the weight of the:- • other-
wise-attractive powerplants to very competi-
tive values. As a result. it now appears
that, despite years of neglect, the light-
weight diesel and stratified-charge IC engines
will emerge as the most efficient g/a engines
of the future.
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Wi l l ins, Stra y k
.u. A
o IMPROVED SAFETY (PRODUCT LIABILITY)
o IMPROVED AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
o IMPROVED ENERGY EFFICIENCY (SiffiYAL_LM)
o PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY A KEY AREA - SPECIFIC NEEDS
- REDUCED FUEL CONSUMPTION, WEIGHT 8 DRAG
- MULTIFUEL CAPABILITY (AVGAS s JET/DIESEL)
- BETTER RELIABILITY, DURABILITY, MAINTAINABILITY, FEWER
FAILURE MODES
- NEAR TERM S LONG TERM TECHNOLOGY
Figure 1. - General Aviation Industry - needs/concerns.
o NEAR TERM IMPROVEMENTS -- TEST ENGINE INTEGRATING THE 4 MODS MET THE EMISSION
STANDARDS AND DEMONSTRATED 10-11% IMPROVEMENT IN HIGH-
PERFORIrANCE CRUISE FUEL ECONOMY, 30% IMPROVEMENT OVER
LIO CYCLE, FLIGHT DEMO PLANNED FY 81
o COOLING -- TCM CONTRACT UNDERWAY, CSD MANPOWER COMMITTED
o FUEL INJECTION	 TECHNICAL EFFORT COMPLETE ON SPECTRON SPRAY CHARACTERIZATION
CONTRACT.
- IN-HOUSE FLOW VISUALIZATION FACILITY OPERATIONAL, INITIAL RESULTS
GENERATED,
o ADV, TURBOCHARGER -- STUDY CONTRACT BEING NEGOTIATED
o AVGAS WORKSHOP -- PLANS FIRMED UP FOR FEBRUARY 3, 4, & 5, 1981
Figure 2 - Piston engine technology - status summary.
AIR SUPPLY
FROM PUMP
FUEL
INJECTOR
^7-
	 PORT LINERS
I^lci^	 4INTAKE VALVE-/ EXHAUSTZVALVE
VARIABLE TIMING
EMISSIONS PRODUCTION ENG, MODIFIED ENG,
CO% EPA STD, 182 20
HC%EPA STD, 127 1
NOx% EPA STD, 10 78
3016 FUEL SAVINGS ON LTO CYCLE
1076 FUEL SAVINGS IN 75% POWER CRUISE MODE
Figure 3, - Concept Integration.
OBJECTIVE: DEVELOP COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITIES AND PREDICTIVE CO2USTION/
CYCLE PERFORMANCE MODELS FOR SCIENTIFIC I,C,E, DESIGN
i
APPROACH:	 o COMPUTER MODELING OF I,C.E. COMBUSTION AND FLOW PROCESSES
_	
- RAPID APPROXIMATE CODES FOR STUDY
- DETAILED MULTIDIMENSIONAL CODE FOR DESIGN
o EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION/REFINEMENT OF ABOVE
o DEVELOPMENT AND UPGRADING OF FACILITIES AND INSTRUMENTATION
o COMBUSTION DIAGNOSTIC INSTRUMENTATION
- REAL TIME IMEP, MASS FRACTION BURNED
- IONIZATION PROBES
- SAMPLING VALVE/MASS SPECTROSCOPY
- LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETRY (LDV)
- LASER/INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
Figure 4, - Combustion diagnostics and modeling,
OTIMINU PAGE IS
t}P 111('1? QUALI'T'Y
INDOLINE - AIR
CALIBRATION SAMPLE
L___ __J
MASS SPECTROMETER
VACUUM PURGE SYSTEM
Figure S. - Sample analysis system.
Figure 5. - Sample valve installed in Chevrolet V-3 cylinder head.
Figure 1. - Typical output of mass spectrometer.
C-80-1690
Figure 8. - NASA sampling valve.
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CONSECUTIVE CYCLES
	
DIAGRAM : PUMPING WORK
	Figure 11.
	
Rotary engine I&VP data.
CONCEPT: FUEL IS PREHEATED TO ABOVE ITS THERMAL DECOMPOSITION TEMP AND INJECTED AT
SUPERCRITICAL PRESSURE
THIS RESULTS IN NEGLIGIBLE IGNITION LAG
BEN, EFITS: o CAN TAILOR P-V DIAGRAM	 o IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
o RED I CED P MAX	 o NO COMBUSTION CHAMBER DEPOSITS
o NO DIESEL KNOCK	 o NO HI-TENSION IGNITION
o MULTIFUEL CAPABILITY 	 o SYNERGISTIC WITH ADIABATIC OPERATION
o INCREASED POWER	 o APPLICABLE TO ALL ENGINES
STATUS: o APPROXIMATE THEORY RECEIVED POSITIVE EVALUATION
o CONSISTENT WITH LIMITED EXPERIMENTAL DATA AVAILABLE
o ARMY/NASA JOINT PROGRAM UNDER CONSIDERATION
- ARMY: ENGINE EXPT'S (SINGLE & MULTI CYL,)
- NASA: BASIC COMBUSTION (UNIV, GRANTS)
Figure 12. - Hypergolic fuel injection/ignition.
APPROACH
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Figure 13.	 - I. s. f. c. and indicated thermal efficiency, '11th
versus exhaust valve open angle.
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Figure 14. - Coolant power and exhaust power loss, hp versus
exhaust valve open angle.
OBJECTIVE: ESTABLISH THE TECHNOLOGY BASE FOR ADVANCED IC ENGINES WHICH HAVE 30 7
 - SO%
REDUCED FUEL CONSUMPTION, LOW EMISSIONS, AND BROAD-SPEC, FUEL CAP' ;I.ITY
TARGETS:	 o (1980) COMPLETE ALTERNATIVE ENGINE DESIGN STUDIES AND AIRPLANE/MISSION
EVALUATIONS AND DEFINE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS
o (1981) SELECT ONE OR MORE CANDIDATE(S) FOR 1982 AUGMENTED PROGRAMS
o (CONTINUING) SUPPORTING TECHNOLOGY INVESTIGATIONS
o (1982) INITIATE AUGMENTED ENGINE TECHNOLOGY ENABLEMENT PROGRAMS
Figure 15. - Alternative propulsion systems.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
-Z--
TELEDYNELESS THAN 500 HP
XAI^
i
CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
MORE THAN 500 HP
ENGINE COST
SAVINGS
2 CENTRIFUGAL COMPRESSORS IN 1 CENTRIF. COMPRESSOR
3 AXIAL TURBINES 16% 1 RADIAL TURBINE
HYDROMECHANICAL CONTROLS 12% ELECTRONIC CONTROL
ATOMIZING COMBUSTOR 2% VAPORIZING PLATE COMB.
8-111 PRIIW F CYCLE 9% V. 0 PR12250P
 F CYCLE
Figure 16. - Advanced technology investment reduces engine price.
ADVANCED	 NEARER-
VERSION	 TERM
VERSION
CRUISE BSFC
	 0.32	 0.37	 LBSi BHP-HR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT	 L02	 1.14	 LBSITOHP
Figure 17. - Lightweight diesel aircraft engine study.
ADVANCED NEARER
VERSION
	 TERM
VERSION
CRUISE BSFC	 0. 33	 0. 36 LBSIBHP-HR
SPECIFIC WEIGHT L 16 
-- 1--
 L 39 LBSITOHP
Figure I& - Artist's conception of high risk technology engine.
EXHAUST R INLET	 EXHAI
J
STANDARD
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COMPRESSION RATIO
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120:1
COMPRESSION RATIO
Figure 19. - High compression ratio/lean burn combustion chamber.
CURRENT MODERATE-RISK HIGH-RISK
TECHNOLOGY PERCENT TECHNOLOGY PERCENT TECHNOLOGY
TSIO.560 IMPROVEMENT GTS10420 IMPROVEMENT GTSI0420/SC
CONFIGURATION B•Cytinder/Harts. — 1•Cylindar/Hariz. — {•Cylinder/Horiz.
ENGINE DISPLACEMENT 0ppeesd
660 C X Inch»
Oppaesd Opposed
420 Cubic Inahw 420 Cubic Inches
MAXIMUM RATED 360 Bhp/2,100 rpm — 350 Bhp/3,200 rpm — 360 thp/3,211 rpm
POWER/SPEEO
BRAKE SPECIFIC FUEL 0A46lb/Bhp•hr 20% 0.3511;/8hp•hr 26% 01311b/Bhp4srCONSUMPTION AT
MAXIMUM CRUISE
POWER (250 Bhp)
SERVICE CEILING 25,000 It 40% 36,000 It 40% 36,00011
INSTALLED ENGINE 565111 17% 4551b 31% 4061b
WEIGHT
TYPE OF FUEL 100 Octane - 100 Octane — Jet A
TIME BETWEEN 1,400 hr 43% 2,000 hr 43% 2,000 hr
OVERHAUL
EXHAUST ENERGY Turbochaginl Turbocharpiol — Turbocharlinl
RECOVERY SYSTEM Turbocompoundinl Turbacompaundinl
EXHAUST POWER 319 hp 33% 214 hp 51`11 156 hp
UNRECOVERED AT
MAXIMUM CRUISE
POWER
Figure 2Q - Engine specifica!lon comparison,
RELATIVE EFFICIENCY	 1.00	 1.41	 1.68
PAYLOAD WITH MAX. FUEL, LEIS 1300	 1400	 1480
MAX. CRUISE SPEED, KTS	 235	 241	 243
25, 000 ft —
PRESENT	 \ ADVANCED	 \HIGHLY\
TECHNOLOGY	 TECHNOLOGY	 ADVANCED
S. L.	 RANGE WITH 45 MINUTE RESERVE 	 S. L
'r- 950n-m --^
1392 n-m
1688 n-m
Figure 21. - Advanced technology twin-engine airplane.
n '
w.,
Figure 27. - Multifuel rotary engine study.
W - 4000
b • 31'
R210 TS1,O-520
	 S • 115
A • 1.8
C^ C)
	
—r—
W • 433C
b • 33.5
BASELINE TSIO.550
	
S • 165
A - 8.3o__--
W - - 3800
b - 35
C-W RC2-41	 S • 150
A • 8.0
Figure D. - Airplanetengine comparisons.
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Figure 24. - Airplane sizing with Curtiss-Wright single
engine RC2-47. Takeoff and climb performance ex-
ceeds constraint values for all design ;pints.
36
3500
.5
GATE
TURBOPROP
200 knots
300 knots
ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY,,
ROTARY
DIESEL
SI RECIP
ROTARY
S  RECIP
VERY ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY-
	
DIESEL
3 1	 1	 J
100	 300	 500
MAXIMUM RATED POWER, SHP
Figure 25. - Efficiency predictions.
350 SHP
IS= CURRENT TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCED IC TECHNOLOGY2.
 OF
-
 =---j VERY ADVANCED IC TECHNOLOGY
® GATE TECHNOLOGY
L 1.5
3
z 1.0
^i0
a
~	 .5Z
0
TURBO- SPARK-	 ROTARY	 DIESEL
PROP	 IGNITION
PISTON
Figure 26. - Predicted engine weight reduction,
NOMINAL 
	
AIRCRAFTPROPELLER	 FUEL	 OIL,
CRITICAL	 CRUISE- POWER	 COOLING DRAG_	 ALTERNATOR,	 PRESSURI-ENGINE TYPE (a)
ALTITUDE,
	
W . POWER	 NIRPLANE DRAG	
FUEL	 EFrICIENCY	 lip (b)	 PUMP,	 PUMP,	 ZATION
FT	
P CRUISE
	 HP (b) HP (b)
	 REQ'TS(c)
S.I. Recip
Current (Baseline)
Nat. Aspirated	 0	 0.70	 0.10	 Avgas P	 .87	 3.7	 1.4	 0.5	 0
Turbocharged
	
10000	 0.10	 $1.10/gal
Advanced	 21000	 0.05
Very Advanced	 I
♦ 	
0.035	 Jet A
-- --	
$1.00/gal
Diesel
Advanced	 17000	 0.05	 I	 5.0	 3.5	 10 HP
Very Advanced	 0.035
Rotary
Advanced	 20000	 0.75	 0.035	 .BB	 3.7	 1.4	 0
Very Advanced	 -I	 I	 0
	
1-4 -
Turbine Engines
GATE	 ---	 0.54 - 0.60	 0	 .89	 Single, 5.0; Twin, 8.0	 h/min/PA7(Atr (C.^np)
(a) All Advanced Positive Displacement Engines are Turbocharged
(b) Quoted on per aircraft basis assuming 350 SHP engines, but actually scaled with engine size (except unscaled
turboprop req'ts)
(e) Cruise at 25000 feet. Turboprop values for 710 - 170 knots
y
Figure 27. - Engine assumptions.
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50000—
O TODAY'S AIC & MISSIONS 	 •
L' 40000-- • FUTURISTIC AIC & MISSIONS 	 • 11
A HELICOPTER MISSIONS
30 000
H 	 • O • TWINS
—
	
20000—	 4 6 10 8
^,	 • SINGLES
	
10000—	 00 3 0 OUjc	 1 2	 5	 9
1J& 013	 1	 1	 I
0	 100	 200	 300	 400
DESIGN CRUISE SPEED, knots
Figure 28. - Missions.
OISSION AIRPLANE
DESIGN
PAYLOAD,
LB AR
DESIGN
ALTITUDE,
FT
DESIGN
SPEED,
KN
DESIGN
RANGE,
NM
FIELD
LENGTH,
FT
W/S
lb/ft'
1 Single 2-PL Trainer 455 8 10000 110 500 1100 10
2 Single 4-PL Utility 800 8 10000 130 600 1600 20
3 Single 4-PL Utility	 (a) 800 12 16000 160 800 1600 35
4 Single 4-PL Utility (a) 800 12 25000 210 1400 1600 40
5 Single 6-PL Utility 1200 8 10000 180 600 1800 25
6 Single 6-PL Hi-Perf 1200 8 25000 250 1000 2200 35
7 Single 6-PL Hi-Perf	 (a) 1200 12 40000 340 1600 2400 45
8 Twin 4-PL Light	 (a) 800 10 25000 300 1400 1600 45
9 Twin 6-PL Medium 1200 8 10000 230 1100 1700 30
10 Twin 6-PL Business	 (a) 1200 10 25000 270 1600 2200 50
11 Twin 8-PL Executive	 (a) 1600 10 45000 380 1700 2500 60
12 Single 4-PL Helicopter 800 -- 2000 110 300 6000 (b) --
13 Twin 6-PL Helicopter 1200 -- 2000 130 j	 500 10000 (b) --
(a) Futuristic Aircraft & Missions:
Empty Weight Reduced by 15%
Zero Lift Drag Reduced by 15%
Engines Located Inside Fuselage
Full Span Fowler Flaps
(b) Hover Ceiling Out of Ground Effect
Figure 29. - Mission definitions.
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CRUISE ALTITUDE
	
50	 10 000 ft	 16 000 ft	 25 000 ft
®ROTAR'l-7
	
4	 DIESEL Vol!
_^ 30^
a 8J
w 20
LL	 TURBOPROP—.
	 IC TECHNOLOGY
10•"VERY ADVANCED" IC TECHNOLOGY
AGATE TURBOPROP
	
Di	 1	 i	 i	 i	 i	 i
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MISSION
Figure 30. - Mission fuel reduction relative to 1980 S. I. Recip.
CRUISE ALTITUDE, ft
	
10 000	 16 000	 25 000
40
n	 GATE TURBOPROP
30ROTARY
tz DIESEL
a 2U
9^	 SS
	
ADVANCED"
z	 10	 S.I. RECIP	 IC VERSIONS
z
01 	 2	 5	 9	 3	 4	 6	 10	 8
MISSION
1830 2570 3700 7620 2370 3230 4990 6030 4750
BASE TOGW, Ib
Figure 31. - Aircraft takeoff gross weight reduction relative to
1980 S. L Recip.
ADVANCED IC ENGINES
(ROTARY, DIESEL, SI RECIP)
G
® VERY ADVANCED
40— ADVANCED
o.
N
30—oc
1^- W L
25 000 It CRUISE
1 ^^; asf j'i: MISSIONS
10000 It CRUISE
MISSIONS
Figure 32. - Aircraft total ownership cost reduction
relative to 1980 S. I. Recip.
1.3 EXECUTIVE TWIN,
u, 0 knots, 1700 N. M.
\8^PLACE
V
0	 1.2
W
z
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1.0
a
W
IDEAL
5
.8 I	 I
1.2cW SI RECIP
CRITICAL AIT.
O° 21 000 ftJ
W GATE
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TURBOPROP5^
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DESIGN CRUISE ALTITUDE, It
Figure 33. - Effect of design cruise altitude.
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